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Quest to Run Sub-Three
By David Ball
“The clock is off by three minutes!”
Those were the most important words I heard at the
Mississippi River Marathon.
Quest: “A pursuit made in order to find or obtain something.”
After running a personal best at the Boston Marathon in 2013,
3:05:06, and knowing that I left everything I had out on the
course that day, I decided to step way outside my comfort zone
and set a goal that I knew would really be a stretch for me –
physically and mentally. My conscious quest began – the quest
to run under three hours in the marathon.
It started with deciding which race to run. I was searching
for a favorable course profile and predictably good weather. For
me, running in the cold is much better. I also preferred a race
in a state I hadn’t run in before (eventually I will run all 50
states). When I researched the Mississippi River Marathon it
seemed perfect – driving distance for a road trip, new state,
inexpensive, perfect time of year, and flat course. After an
email response from the race director to my queries, I was sold.
Marathon destination and goal time set; now to “the work”.
I have had many different running mentors and training
partners over the years and I was (and still am) blessed to
run and train with likeminded, strong willed, and dedicated
runners, Cody Peppers and Jonathon Morris. Training began
with base building and strength and speed work in the summer.
We performed a weekly interval training regime, weekly tempo
runs and marathon pace runs, and of course, long runs. Since
I began the training with such a strong base I was able to do
plenty of distance on the weekends. I tried to run 25-35 mile
weekends. I did no less than five 20-20+ milers and twice did
24 mile training runs. In my previous training, the longest I had
completed was a 23 mile training run.
Speedwork, hill repeats, tempo running, and long runs
are all necessary to stress and stretch the body and mind to get
faster. I also benefitted from doing The Tulsa Run 15K at my
tempo pace and a half marathon at my goal marathon pace with
fast finish. An increase in weekly mileage volume was also
important. I typically ran 50-70 miles per week.

David Ball
Besides just doing “the work”, two things from the book
“Elite Minds” by Dr. Stanley Beecham helped me on my way
to reaching my sub-three hour marathon goal. The critical
information for me was: 1) the mind, not the body, was the

See Quest, on page 6
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Why Join The Landrunners?
By Maurice Lee III

Why should you join a running club? There are many answers to this question and I’d like to go over a few.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The cost to join the Oklahoma City Running Club (The Landrunners) is $20.00 per household. For that small fee,
an entire family has access to all the club benefits.
While you don’t have to be a member to join our training runs, most of us decide to join after a few runs.
You have access to veterans of any race from 5k to the marathon and beyond and can pick their brains for advice
on training.
We have a sports doctor at most training runs that is available at no charge to address those aches and pains you
might have after a run.
The race discounts alone will save you more than the cost of membership. In addition, members receive
discounted prices on bus trips and social events.
We publish a monthly newsletter with interesting articles, training tips and advice, and news about events and
upcoming races.
And let’s not downplay the social aspect. Many members make new friends and renew old acquaintances.

So why join the Landrunners? You make the decision.
If you are thinking about making the bus trip with the Landrunners to Ardmore, please register as soon as possible.
Don’t forget to mark your calendars for the upcoming events listed below.
•
•
•

Panera Beacon 25k, 15k, and 5k Run - Sat, March 01, 2014, 8:00 AM • Lake Hefner - Stars & Stripes Park,
7398 N Portland, OKC, OK
Club Banquet - Sat, March 01, 2014, 6:00 PM • Chesapeake Boathouse, 725 S Lincoln Blvd
Club Meeting - Mon, March 17, 2014, 6:30 PM • Chesapeake Boathouse, 725 S Lincoln Blvd
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Landrunner Calendar of Events
Date

Event

Location/Time

3/1
Panera Beacon 25k*, 15k*, 5k*$
Stars & Stripes @ 8:00am
3/1
Landrunner Banquet
Chesapeake Boathouse @ 6:00pm
3/2
Little Rock Marathon
Little Rock, AR
3/9
Strides of March Half Marathon*$
Draper Lake @ 8:00am
3/15
St Paddy Day Race*
Lake Hefner, East Wharf @ 10:15am
3/17
Club Meeting
Devon Boathouse @ 6:30pm
3/22
Frigid Five*
Mitch Park @ 9:00am
3/29
Run Your Cookies Off 5K
Mitch Park @ 7:30am
3/29
Oklahoma Heritage Land Run 10k*$
1400 Classen Drive @ 7:30am
3/29
Wings to Fly 5k & 15k*$
Fort Reno @ 9:00am
3/30
Landrunner Bus Trip to A2A
OKC to Ardmore
3/30
A2A Marathon*, Half* & 5K$
Ardmore @ 8:00am
3/30
Earlywine Dash
5k Earlywine Park @ 2:00pm
4/6
Redbud Classic
NW 63rd & Penn @ 2:00pm
4/12
Tails on the Trail 5K
Wheeler Park @ 9:00am
4/12
Gold Bar Run 5K$
Thatcher Hall, UCO Campus @ 8:00am
4/19
Easter Run 5K & 10K*$
2900 N Council @ 9:30am
4/27
OKC Memorial Marathon*
Downtown OKC @ 6:30am
* Denotes Series Races
$ Club members discount codes are listed on the Members only section @ okcrunning.org

Landrunners In Action

11/9 River Valley Half Marathon, AR
Bennie Schuchart
1:48:39
12/31 News Years Eve Double, TX
Chasity Teeter
Amanda Bumgarner

4:04:17
4:15:56

1/1 News Years Day Double, TX
Franklin Miller
Chastity Teeter

3:43:28
4:19:24

1/11 Disney World Marathon, FL
David Bernstein
David Bernstein

3:42:24 - half
6:29:56

1/25 Polar Dash DFW – 14M, TX
Eric Shelton
Jaime Taylor
Ellen Reeder
Carolyn Dean

1:52:40
2:17:09
2:24:31
2:52:04

2/1 Rocky Raccoon 100, TX
Marlon Onco

23:25:58

2/1 Surfside Beach Marathon, TX
Leslie Driskill

6:16:49

2/2 Rock’n’Roll New Orleans, LA
Burke Beck
Susan Phillips
Daniela Aleman
Darlene Spry
Sheryl Morsman
Dorman Morsman

3:27:16
3:33:59
4:37:19
5:08:00
5:36:59
6:17:57
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Mark Embrey
Ivan Wayne
Noel Tucker
Chee Wee Vincent Lee
Bennie Schuchart
Keith Thomas
Kimberly Sutton

1:45:35 – half
1:53:30 – half
1:57:11 – half
2:01:06 – half
2:01:58 – half
2:49:26 – half
3:05:46 – half

2/9 Mississippi River Marathon, MS
David Ball
Ian Campbell
Katie Kramer
Jonathan Morris

2:59:46
3:06:00
3:10:24 – 2nd female
1:22:33 – 1st Place half

2/15 Cross Timbers Trail Run, TX
Steve Wells
Barb Wells

13:34:23 – 50 miles
4:19:56 – 13.1

2/16 Mercedes Marathon, AL
Camille Herron

2:42:16 – 3rd female

2/16 Austin Marathon, TX
Rebecca Cunningham
Angela Morris
Shilpa Abbitt
Mark Bravo
Cami Rowe
Amir Akhtar
Shelley Spearman
Cynthia Mitchell
Travis Dennis

4:19:05
4:20:24
4:45:48
1:54:41 – half
2:05:51 – half
2:08:39 – half
2:11:09 – half
2:23:39 – half
2:52:43 – half

If you don’t see your results it could be you forgot to report them so send your
results, photos and stories to news@okcrunning.org

UCO

ARMY ROTC

5K GOLD BAR RUN
Saturday, April 12th at 8:00 AM
THATCHER HALL, UCO Campus, EDMOND, OK
Proceeds to benefit the Wounded Warrior Project and UCO Broncho Battalion Student Organization

Race Day Check –In 6:00 - 7:45 AM
•
•
•
•

Registrants Get a T-Shirt AND a
Finisher’s Medal
Trophies for Top Overall Male/Female
Trophies for Top Team Entry
Top Three Male/Female Individual
Awards in 15 Different Age Groups

$ 30 Pre-Registered
$ 35 Race Day
$ 200 Team Entry

For more information visit:

http://busn.uco.edu/armyrotc/goldbar-run
http://www.facebook.com/ucogoldbar5krunwalk
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Quest continued
limiting factor in performance and 2) a runner should only set
one goal and “expect” to reach it. Don’t have a “B” goal to
fall back on. Don’t “hope” to reach your goal. Make an “A”
goal and “expect” to reach it. Confidence was building with the
races, the training runs, and the mental preparation. For the first
time, I felt prepared – as though I had done enough training,
mentally and physically.

Oklahomans, as a whole, did well in Mississippi. My time
placed me 10th overall, 2nd Masters, and 1st AG. Jonathon
Morris was the overall Half Marathon winner with a personal
best of 1:22:33 and won by 3 seconds. Katie Kramer was 2nd
overall female with 3:10:24. Scott Downard won the Marathon
with 2:28:21. And Ian Campbell was 13th overall with a time
of 3:06:00.

The morning of the race there was snow and sleet on the
ground, and it was cold, but the winds were very light. At the
starting line the race director warned against not “ruining” the
day and race by slipping on the only “icy” bridge on the course
which was ¾ miles out from the start; and the race started
with a verbal “ready, set, GO!” command – no gun or horn.
The bridge at ¾ miles was indeed super slick. The course ran
south from Lake Village, Arkansas, turned east and crossed
over the Mississippi River, and then turned north to Greenville.
Unfortunately, the course was boring and had minimal fan/
spectator support other than aid station volunteers and a few
people in town; however, it was very easy and very flat.

My “quest to run sub-three” has been a very long one.
It began even before I consciously knew it back when I ran
the 2007 OKCMM. It consciously began last summer when I
committed to myself and chose a race. It became focused 12
weeks before the race, back in November. And it was hyperfocused on February 8, 2014. I may never run another marathon
PR, but the reward in taking the journey is so great that I may
just go on another quest.

I ran a very even paced race, which was always my goal. I
was passed by a runner around mile 9 and he stayed about 20-30
yards in front of me the whole way. He ran aggressively over the
river bridge, the only hill on the course (1 mile gradual incline
and then 1 mile gradual decline), which helped me to maintain
my pace and knowing that he was in front of me motivated me.
I caught up to my unofficial pacer around mile 20 and we ran
together for the next 4 miles. He had the same goal as I did –
to run his first sub-three hour marathon. We talked very little
because of our individual focus, but our common goal kept us
together. He surged some at mile 24, I caught up some, and he
surged again at mile 25. I focused on maintaining the 6:50 pace
to avoid blowing up at the end, although my last mile was the
fastest of the race.
The home stretch was a good four to five blocks, just like the
OKCMM and the Boston Marathon where the finish line is just
out of sight. I finally saw some flashing police car lights parked
at the finish line. I passed many half marathoners and even one
or two marathoners in that last few blocks, but couldn’t quite
catch my “running partner”. My pace was picking up and about
40 yards from the finish I saw Jonathon Morris who yelled,
“Go David Go! The clock is wrong, it’s three minutes off!” At
that moment I looked at the clock above the finish line. It read
3:02:49. I crossed under the finish line as the clock hit 3:03:00.
It took me a few seconds to hit my Garmin and it read 2:59:49
and 26.55 miles. I was hoping my watch was correct. Jonathon
met me after the race and went to the timing tent to get my
official result. 2:59:46!
Accomplishing a marathon milestone is great. But I
realized, as I had before, that it is about the journey, not the
result. It’s about the dedication and perseverance, and the
friendships and fellowship that get a runner to his/her goal.
David Ball
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Benefitting the
Mercy Cancer Center

GET READY.
MARCH 30, 2014 // ARDMORE, OK
MARATHON // HALF MARATHON // 5K

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
www.a2amarathon.com
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Running Down a Dream…At the Houston Marathon
By Leslie Buford
By now, everyone has probably heard the adage “The
definition of madness is doing the same thing over again,
but expecting a different result.” This totally defines my
approach to running the first ten marathons I completed prior
to running the Houston Marathon on January 19. For the first
two years of my marathon ‘career’ I was happy to just live
the experience and explore new destinations. Then in 2010, I
decided to set the goal of running a 3:20 marathon. I thought
I’d run a little bit more than I was and it would be a piece of
cake. Boy, was I wrong! It took me over three years, three
lackluster marathons, and two limiting injuries to realize I
needed more than a goal, I needed to actually have a plan.
Changing my mindset and approach helped me finally realize
my dream – hopefully learning from my mistakes can help
you accomplish yours.
Attitude of Gratitude: My last three marathons did not
go well for various reasons: At the 2012 Boston Marathon I
ended up walking approximately the last half due to the 90
degree heat that day. At the 2012 Marine Corps Marathon, I
pulled my right calf around the 23 mile mark. Finally, at last
year’s OKC Memorial Marathon, I injured my knee right
after the first 20 mile training run. I ended up not training for
three weeks and getting two steroid shots in my knee. I was
pretty beat up mentally last May and seriously considered
calling it quits. But then I thought about my unfulfilled goal
and decided I needed a new approach, starting with my
attitude. So instead of focusing on my struggles, I focused
on the fact that I showed mental toughness when I was
displaying physical weakness. This in turn led to the next
step toward reaching my goal.
Figure Out What Works For You: Like most runners,
I read about how much I should run, what I should eat,
and how I should cross train. I hired a coach, signed up for
training plans, winged it (more often than I care to admit),
signed up for gyms, quit gyms, bought a bike, did Barre 3,
tried to go alcohol free (that lasted about two days), you
name it, I tried it. Usually by about week 10, I hate life, and
worse, hate running. To me, running has been my escape
from the stress and anxiety of daily life, so stressing about
something that is supposed to be fun just doesn’t work for
me.
So I went back to being grateful that I am able to run and
approached this marathon as one where I wanted to run for
the joy of it. I have learned that 50 to 55 miles a week during
peak training is all I can handle physically, mentally, and
socially. More distance increases my risk of overuse injury
and I am just not willing to sacrifice other activities to run
without feeling resentful. I did sign up for the RunCoach
online program to hold me accountable, but if I missed a
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Leslie Buford

day, I didn’t beat myself up about it as I have in the past. I
thought about how the extra rest would benefit my body in
the long run.
Run Longer: Instead of running more, I ran longer and
did four long runs of 22 to 23 miles to combat the usual
“wall” at mile 20.
Actually Cross Train: As I mentioned above, I have not
been dedicated to cross training - at all. I hate it in fact and
will make up creative excuses to not do it. However, after
two back-to-back injuries last year, I knew only running was
just not cutting it any longer, especially since my injuries
were caused by strain on my lower leg muscles and knees.
When I was a toddler, I was diagnosed with tibia torsion,
commonly referred to as pigeon toes. Instead of being
straight in the knee socket, my lower legs were instead at
an angle in the knee, causing my feet to turn inward. I wore
braces on my feet for almost two years to straighten out my
gait. However, to this day at the end of longer runs or when
I’m fatigued, I can feel my feet creeping inward, which I
then try to overcorrect. To combat this, I joined the small
KoKo Fit Club across the street from my work. The place
advertises itself as an “automated personal trainer” and all
programs take 30 minutes or less to complete so my excuses
vanished out the window. I started off doing heavier weights
and shorter runs to build strength over the summer. Once
I started gearing up for marathon training, I switched to a
program with lighter weights to compliment longer runs.
From the start, I felt the difference in my running. I was
running faster than normal with less perceived effort.

See Dream, on page 10

JOIN US at the

2014
Food, Fun & Resource Fair
funding, helping & increasing

autism awareness!
The PieceWalk &5K is the largest autism
event in Oklahoma.

May 3, 2014

Walk starts at 8:30am
5k starts at 9am
Chickasaw Bricktown Ballpark

piecewalk.org
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Dreams continued
Using “Strategery”: I wish I could say that I chose the
Houston Marathon because I wanted to explore the scenery
of the town, but that would be a lie. I had heard about their
famously flat course and specifically registered in hopes
it would help my race time. In addition, I am the absolute
worst pacer on the planet. Word to the wise, never, ever pace
with me unless you enjoy fartleks. So I made it my mission
to find the 3:20 pace group on race day and stick with them
for the first six or seven miles. After that first leg, I eyeballed
a dude in a blue top going slightly faster than the pace group
and shadowed him for the next 18 or so miles until he ran
out of steam in the final stretch and I went past him. If that
doesn’t give you an ego boost, nothing will! Actually pacing
myself worked! Instead of hitting the wall like I normally
would, I was able to surpass my goal of 3:20, crossing the
finish line at 3:15:58! Miracle of miracles!
Savor the Moment: A friend of mine asked me a few
days after the marathon what my new goal is. Frankly, I
don’t have one and really don’t care to shoot for a new PR
anytime soon. Instead, I plan on spending my next marathon
enjoying the moment. So instead of going for a new time
goal, I’m going to measure my success by how many high
fives I exchange, having a beer with the frat boys of Boston
College, and enjoying the rowdy atmosphere of Boston. It
took me over three years to reach this goal, so I just may
enjoy this personal victory for at least that long.

For More info:
Call Frank
(405) 922-6644

Mail Generic Entry and
Payment To:
Lynn Institute
3555 NW 58th St.
Suite 800
OKC, OK 73112

For Triple Crown
Register At:
www.okcrunning.org before
2/5 or in person race day 2/8

Register At:
www.stpaddysrace.com

Presented by:

The Lynn Institute & Sean Cummings Irish Pub
In Conjunction with:
Enduro Youth Sports & Heritage Hall Track & Cross Country

Saturday, March 15th at 10:15am
Lake Hefner East Wharf

Featuring:

8K – 1 mile fun run – kid’s races

$25 pre-registered / $30 Race Day/ $15 Students / under 6 free

Run with your pet – Pets are free!

The Triple Crown is coming!
Frigid Five - 2/8/14
Panera Beacon Run - 3/1/14
St. Paddy’s Day Race - 3/15/14

Come dressed in your best Leprechaun costume
Prizes for best costumes including runners,
spectators, and four legged critters.
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Balancing Work and Running
By Camille Herron
After over four years of living, training, racing,
and traveling as a full-time professional athlete,
I’ve gone back to working full-time in the lab, as
a Research Assistant at the OU Health Sciences
Center (OUHSC)! I’m in my second month back
in the lab, working in an “Osteoimmunology” lab
and doing research in my graduate school specialty
(bone histology/microscopy). I’m extremely happy
and blessed I get to do the two things I love the moststudying bone and running. I now have the structure
and balance I’ve had most of my life. I believe my
happiness will shine through in my running!
Having been a full-time athlete, I learned so much
about the basic needs of a runner and what it takes
and feels like to be focused and fully committed. This
is something few get to do and understand, which is
why I started my blog to share what I’ve learned. By
having fewer “intervening variables,” I was able to
figure out what works and doesn’t work.
Now that I’ve gone back to work, I realize
the importance of being able to focus on the basic
needs to continue to thrive as a serious athlete–
eating, hydrating, sleeping, and striking a balance
between sitting, standing, walking, and resting. Time
management is critical!
I thought I’d go through my typical day and
how I’m balancing training as a serious athlete and
working full-time.
5:45 am: Alarm goes off-- lay in bed about 10
minutes before I get up
5:55-6:40 am: Have breakfast (slice of toast
with peanut butter and jam, banana, cup of coffee
with milk and sugar), surf the net, use the restroom,
and change into running gear
6:40 am: Out the door for my first run and longer
run of the day (80-90 minutes easy; on Wednesday
I do something moderately hard within the 80-90
minute run, like a 30-45 minute progression run,
minutes, or a steady hill run. Have to get out earlier
if I plan anything longer!)
8:10-8:30 am: Clean up, get dressed, eat a bowl
of oatmeal (with walnuts, ground flax seed, chia
seeds, wheat germ, honey, vanilla extract, and salt),
12 The Landrunner

drink a glass of lactose free chocolate milk, and pack
purse with food, drinks, and water bottle
8:30-8:35 am: Leave for work (25-30 minute
commute)
8:50-8:55 am: Arrive at the OUHSC, park,
speedwalk five to seven minutes to my building
9 am: Arrive at lab, stash food and drinks in
refrigerator. I also bring a bigger sack for the week
with snacks- dried fruit and nuts, liquid iron, B
vitamins, OJ and small glass, tea bags (plus sugar/
dry milk), Powerbars, chocolate, eating utensils, tea
cup.
9 am-12 or 1 pm: Do whatever I need to do for
the day. I like to do my microscopy work and reading
in the morning, which requires “a rested mind and
eyes.” Our main lab is at the Biomedical Research
Center on the OUHSC campus, while I have to walk
to Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation (800m)
See Balance, on page 14
Camille Herron, a native Oklahoman, is a
2-time Olympic Marathon Trials qualifier with a
personal best time of 2:37:14; 11-time marathon
winner; and represented the US Team at the
2011 Pan American Games. She’s coached by
her husband and OCU Head XC/Track Coach,
Conor Holt. She holds B.S. and M.S. degrees
in Exercise and Sport Science. She currently
runs professionally for Marathonguide.com
and Powerbar, is a Research Assistant at the
OUHSC, and serves as a volunteer Assistant
Coach at Oklahoma City University. She can be
contacted / followed via Facebook, Twitter, or
through: www.camilleherron.com

RUNNING FESTIVALS
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Balance continued
to work with our animals and part of our imaging
equipment.
12-2 pm: I have lunch for an hour. Sometimes I
bring leftovers, and other times I walk (600-800m)
to the Children’s Hospital cafeteria or the Student
Union. Also, I found nice and quiet chairs and
couches at the Library, so I try to take a 10-20 minute
power nap on the days I have time. I haven’t tried
running or doing weights around this time yet, but it
may be possible.
2-6 pm: Work on whatever else needs to be
done. We usually do our animal work in this period,
which requires several hours of sitting, standing,
and concentration. I also do a lot of research and
reading articles for our studies and troubleshooting
the various projects.
5:30-6 pm: Have a cup of tea, Powerbar, and
chocolate before I go home.
6-6:30 pm: Walk to car and drive home.
6:30-7 pm: I’m pretty tired when I get home so
chill out a bit, and change into clothes for second run
(if I’m not too tired or don’t have any conflicts).
7-8 pm: Second optional run of about 40-50
minutes (plus strides twice a week), and strength
training on my hard days.
8-8:45 pm: Dinner- Conor cooks!
8:45-9:45 pm: Chill out, have a bowl of ice
cream, get clothes and food ready for the next day.
10pm: Go to bed!
Since I don’t have much time outside of this
schedule on weekdays, Conor has more flexibility
to do grocery shopping and cooking. Planning for
meals and making sure I’m meeting my nutritional
needs is extremely important! I’ve been very hungry
and thirsty at times while at work and when I come
home in the evening, so I have to make sure I have
snacks at work (I bring Powerbars, nuts and dried
fruit, chocolate, and a container of Powerbar Perform
Sports Drink).
Sleep is very critical too. I’ve adjusted to getting
up early in the morning. I’m feeling more “limber”
getting out the door – I feel looser if I doubled the
day before. I enjoy the tranquility and calmness in
the morning and watching the sun rise. The key is
14 The Landrunner

getting enough sleep at night, which I don’t have a
problem doing because I’m so tired in the evening. I
also try to squeeze in a power nap at the Library if I
have time in the afternoon.
I’ll wear compression gear at work (socks, tights,
pantyhose) to help recover from a weekend race or
workout.
With this routine, I’m getting in 100-125 miles
per week and 11-12 training sessions per week (plus
strength training). The total time commitment is 40
hours for the job, plus five hours of commuting, plus
five hours of lunchtime, plus 15-20 hours of training
time equaling 65-70 hours per week. I do my hardest
workouts on the weekends, racing, and more mileage
with longer runs. Racing on the weekends has been a
great way to get in a solid workout.
I hope that sharing my routine helps give others
an idea of how to balance work and running and
how I continue to thrive as a serious athlete. Adding
in other life commitments would certainly make it
tricky, so you find the right balance, without “burning
the candle at both ends.”

...................................................................

MIRACLE MILES
...................................................................

...................................................................

BENEFITS THE CHILDREN’S MIRACLE NETWORK

...................................................................

Presented by Communication Federal Credit Union

STARS & STRIPES PARK 10K 5K 9 AM 1 MILE RUN 8:30 AM
$25 REGISTRATION COMFEDCU.ORG/MIRACLEMILES 879.5677
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Why Have We Have Not Addressed This Before?
By Tom Coniglione, MD

Actually we have addressed this topic before, but not in
the past few years in the Landrunners Newsletter. The problem
is frequent. From 2012 – 2013, at least 60 runners were seen
in the office plus many more seen at training runs for plantar
fasciitis (PF).

morning can be torture. After being up a while the pain subsides
only to return when you sit inactive for a few minutes.
Yes, that’s where it hurts!

Over the past few years the causes of PF have changed. A
few years ago, the most common cause of PF in runners was
some aspect of running: soft shoes, excess mileage, too many
races, hill running, and (intrinsic) structural foot problems.
Today, PF in runners is
related to those same issues as
well as some newer problems.
The newer reasons for runners
to have PF are shoes and nonrunning activities. Shoes is an
easy issue. Forefoot landing
stresses the front of the foot
which in turn stresses the plantar fascia.
The risk of developing PF increases with increasing age;
most runners with PF are 40 ± 5 years of age. Women have
more PF than men by a ratio of 2:1. This is true in the runners
we see and in the experience at the military institutions.
In general, heavier people have more PF than lighter
weight people – except among runners. In runners, weight is
not a factor. In some runners, the absence of body fat is related
to PF.
A really important factor in the causation of runners we
currently see with PF is plyometrics. Boot camp, cross-fit,
high impact aerobics, TRX, and body sculpting are some of
the exercise routines we have seen in runners with PF. It is the
“off the ground” explosive movement that puts a strain on the
plantar fascia.
Sprinting or being “up on your toes“ places strain on the
front of the foot also. The down dog yoga pose places strain on
the fascia.

Diagnosis is not often a problem. When you have PF, you
know it. It is rare to see a runner with PF who is totally unaware
what he/she has. The pain of PF is quite characteristic: morning
stabbing or burning pain in the heel. The pain is usually on the
inside or the middle of the heel. Those first few steps in the
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When running, the pain may be present at the outset of
the run. It gradually subsides during the run. BUT don’t
stop running. An hour after you stop, the pain returns with a
vengeance.
If you have PF, just be happy you are not this poor fellow.
He has a (partial) tear of his plantar fascia: translation – it will
be 4-6 months before he is
back on the roads.
To treat any running
injury, the principles are the
same; (1) know what the
problems is, (2) know why
the problem developed, (3)
eliminate the inflammation
and (4) deal with what caused
the problem. Sounds easy. To manage PF in a runner who
wants to keep running can be a challenge. We often ask: which
activity do you have to continue? Or, what is the most important
activity for you to continue? For a runner with PF, we hope
the answer is: “I want to keep running.” If that’s the case, we
can stop all those other activities, especially the plyometrics.
As the PF improves, those other activities can be sequentially
reintroduced.
With conservative measures, 83% of the runners we see
with PF will improve. The improvement rate has increased
gradually over the past decade. The rate has been steady at
83% for the past 4 years. The conservative measures include;
modification of the running schedule, night splints, stretching,
icing, arch supports, changing shoes, and taping the foot in
various ways.
If you wake up in the morning and your heel hurts, think of
what you have been doing in addition to running AND think of
any changes in the shoes you are wearing.

The Best Apps For Runners!!
By Shannon Varenhorst

There are a lot of apps for your phone, either
iOS or Android operating systems, that can help you
have a great running experience and assist you with
your training planning and goals. The first app I want
to talk about is Cruise Control Run: practice runs
setting specific pace goals are key to any successful
training plan and Cruise Control Run will help you
meet yours using the music in your iTunes library.
The app takes your tunes and adjusts their speeds
based on your target pace. There are different ways
to use the app: free run mode simply sets each song
to match your pace, or you can set a goal pace and
the app will play songs at a specific tempo to help
you reach it. Cruise Control also tracks your time,
pace, and distance and allows you to share your hard
work on Facebook and twitter.
Another app I like is Running Pace- it is so simple
to use! Its main purpose is to calculate your pace. All
you need to do is enter your distance and time, then
let the app do the math. After you enter your info, the
display shows your pace, speed, and splits. Another
one that’s good for runners is Runkeeper. It’s hard to
find any runner who hasn’t heard of Runkeeper. This
is a very popular app. It maps your run and times it. It
is super cool and free. Even though I have a Garmin,
sometimes I don’t wear my Garmin and my Mom
uses the Runkeeper app on her phone. I’ll run and
she will drive and be my mobile water stop.
And the best app to download that’s free is What
Should I Wear Running. It is a running app that loads
up your weather based on your current location and
tells you what to wear for running that day. That way
you don’t under or over dress. I use it every time I go
for a run and you can customize it to whether you are
a boy or girl and if you like to be warm or cool. There
are a lot of really great apps for running and other
sports (Deck Pass Plus is THE best for swimming!)
and USATF has their own app and the Oklahoma City
Memorial has an app also. Most major marathons
have their own app that keeps you up to date on the
expo, packet pickup, race day schedule, etc., and lets
friends track you during the race. I think everyone
should try some them and find what works best for
them.

APRIL 5-6

5k/10k runs
10/33/50 mile bike tours
2 mile walk
2 mile baby stroller derby
5k wheelchair event
1 mile Kids Fun Run
NICHOLS HILLS OKLAHOMA CITY
JONES CHOCTAW

PRESENTING
SPONSORS

ANNIVERSARY SPONSORS

M e dia S P O N S O R s

2014 Beneficiary
the Anna’s House Foundation

www.redbud.org

Saturday, April 12
5K Run, 1 Mile Walk
Wheeler Park
Oklahoma City, OK
5K 9:00 am
1 Mile Walk & Pet Fest 10 am
All proceeds
benefit

REGISTER ONLINE
tailsonthetrails5K
.itsyourrace.com

March 2014

Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.

Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

Club Meeting
March 17, 2014
Devon Boathouse
725 S Lincoln Blvd
6:30pm

OKC Landrunner Trail Sweep

Lake Hefner / Bluff Creek / Grand Blvd
Saturday, April 19, 2014
Go to okcrunning.org for more details

